
Winkhaus. Competence to produce the best solutions

Winkhaus has offered uncompromising commitment to quality 

since 1854 and is very successful as a result. We have continuously  

made advances in quality standards for window fittings, door tech-

nology and security door locking systems thanks to our numerous 

innovations. Winkhaus products represent German-made, state-of-

the-art technology.
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Aug. Winkhaus GmbH & Co. KG

Hessenweg 9

48157 Münster, Germany

T     +  49  (0) 251 4908 - 0

F +  49  (0) 251 4908 -145

www.winkhaus.de 

tuertechnik@winkhaus.de

Your Winkhaus partner:

keyTec N-tra 

The turn key system 
for your home

keyTec N-tra 
Individually-secured locking 
system

It is difficult to gain an overview of all of the mechanical locking 

systems on the market. However, there is a solution especially 

designed for private homes which will leave no doubt: the new 

keyTec N-tra turn key system from Winkhaus.

A locking system that always fits

With keyTec N-tra, Winkhaus specifically meets the needs of pri-

vate building owners and homeowners. All doors on the prop-

erty can be opened as desired using a single key - including  

the gate, garage, house and outbuildings. Finally, you can bid 

farewell to key chaos.

Clever and convenient

Reversible keys are always easy to use. However, Winkhaus's keyTec N-tra 

system offers extra special convenience: a new tip and a horizontal insert 

position ensure that the key can be inserted into the cylinder even more 

easily and securely.

Patent
protected

by law



Security can be this versatile

If you are looking for a convenient solution for your home, 

then the keyTec N-tra turn key system is ideal choice. This  

sophisticated locking system from Winkhaus impresses with its 

standard anti-drilling and picking protection, as well as its indi-

vidual security card. Additional keys can only be ordered with 

this card. You receive certified quality at a fair price and the guar-

antee of environmentally-compatible production in our plants in 

Germany.

Comfort that knows no equal

Now you only need one key for all your doors: Demanding locking 

technology is made flexible with the keyTec N-tra system thanks 

to the symmetric key geometry, and key insertion is child’s play 

thanks to the reversible key. Installation in private homes, stores 

and small businesses is affordable. Once you start using the sys-

tem, it will win you over in day-to-day use.

keyTec N-tra 
combines security and convenience

Ideal for private homes and smaller 
properties

Technical Features:
+ 6 solid, spring-mounted pin tumblers on each side

+ Additional springlessly controlled locking pins

+ Resistant to drilling and picking thanks to special pins

+ Protection against manipulation with catch pin function

+  Excellent protection against unauthorised opening thanks 

  to numerous tumblers and separate locking levels

+ 13.5 mm tip of the key for modern security fittings

+ Patent protection until at least 2029

+ Manufactured in compliance with DIN 18252 and DIN/EN 1303

Clever down to the last detail
+  Ergonomic keys made of wear-resistant nickel silver material 

+ Modern key design

+  Rounded key form protects your pockets and handbag

+ Convenient horizontal key insertion

'The profile check by means of  
catch pin function makes the  
whole system even more secure.'

Sebastian Buschmann,
Specialist Dealer for Locking Technology

keyTec N-tra exceeds all requirements:

+  Reliable and safe: thanks to sophisticated tech-

nology 'made in Germany'

+  High-quality: with the use of refined  

surface finishes

+  Convenient thanks to turn key function

Using keyed-alike cylinders you can open all your doors with just one key.
Here is an example based on family home:

ENTRANCE DOOR BASEMENT DOORGARAGE

Locking pin

Profile check pin

Rib profile

6 pin tumblers Elongated shoulder of the key

Ergonomic key head


